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Abstract

Almost 30 years ago, Schneeberg [Econ. Geol. 68 (1973) 507] used the Ag/AgI/Ag2+xS, fS2(vapor)
electrochemical cell for

directly measuring the fugacity of sulfur vapor in equilibrium sulfide reaction mixtures in the Cu–Fe–S, Ni–S and Fe–S

systems at temperatures between 210 and 445 jC. The present study has re-examined three of the reactions investigated by

Schneeberg (1973), and expanded this work to include four others in the low-sulfur portion of the Cu–Fe–S system.

In sulfide ore assemblages the abundant iron sulfides pyrite (py) and/or pyrrhotite (po) are commonly associated with

chalcopyrite (cp) and sphalerite. Other Cu–Fe–S sulfides, including covellite (cv), idaite (id), bornite (bn) and cubanite (cb),

may also occur, but are less common because they require relatively high-sulfur or low-sulfur conditions in order to form. The

range of logfS2
– temperature conditions that apply to most ore assemblages is therefore contained by reactions that involve these

minerals. Accordingly, sulfur fugacities were determined for the following reactions: (1) py+Id=bn+S (sulfur vapor), (2)

py+bn=cp+S, (3) py+cp=cb+S, (4) po+cp=cb+S, (5) py+cb=po+cb+S, (6) py+cp=po+cp+S and (7) py=po+S.

Our results for reaction (1) indicate lower sulfur fugacities than were obtained by Schneeberg (1973). For reactions (2) and

(7), the present results show excellent agreement with those of Schneeberg (1973) at higher temperatures. However, at lower

temperatures, previously undetected inflections in logfS2
versus 1000/T plots occur at f221 and f237 jC for reactions (1) and

(2), respectively. An invariant point occurs at ~335 jC and a sulfur fugacity of f10�9 where the phases py, cp, cb and po

coexist with sulfur vapor. These results confirm earlier findings that reactions (3) and (5) occur above the invariant temperature

and are replaced by reactions (4) and (6) below it. For the pyrite=pyrrhotite+S reaction (7), a previously unidentified inflection

occurs at f291 jC. The latter implies a phase transition in hexagonal pyrrhotite that appears to coincide with the lower

temperature boundary of the sphalerite geobarometer. The present data provide a logfS2
–T framework that will facilitate future

calibration of the FeS content in sphalerite.
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1. Introduction

Pyrite (py) and/or pyrrhotite (po) together with

chalcopyrite (cp) and sphalerite are commonly asso-
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ciated in a variety of sulfide ore deposits. On the other

hand, the copper–iron sulfides idaite (id), bornite (bn)

and cubanite (cb) are notably less common because

they reflect the more extreme conditions of ore for-

mation, that is, relatively sulfur-rich or sulfur-poor

conditions.

Sphalerite is extremely important in the present

context because it can coexist with any of the above-

mentioned minerals and is stable over a wide range of

temperatures and pressures. Additionally, it is refrac-

tory and exhibits a large variation in FeS content (f0

to f35 mol%). The FeS content of sphalerite can be

controlled by various reactions in the Cu–Fe–S

system, and also by the pyrite = pyrrhotite + S (vapor)

buffer reaction where it serves as an excellent geo-

barometer (Scott, 1973; Lusk and Ford, 1978; Hutch-

ison and Scott, 1981). It is important to note, however,

that only low concentrations of CuS occur in sphaler-

ite, and that a similar situation applies to ZnS in

relation to the iron and iron–copper (cubanite is an

exception) sulfides where temperatures are below 500

jC. It should therefore be possible to use these

reactions for calibrating the FeS content of sphalerite

across the wide range of log fS2
–T conditions that

determine phase relationships in the Cu–Fe–S and

Fe–S systems.

The Cu–Fe–S system has received more attention

than any other in sulfide geochemistry. A comprehen-

sive study by Merwin and Lombard (1937) deter-

mined basic phase relations in the Cu–Fe–S system.

Subsequent investigations within this complex system

have been undertaken by many researchers, including

Barton and Toulmin (1964a,b), Yund and Kullerud

(1966), Mukaiyama and Izawa (1970), Cabri (1973),

Barton (1973), Schneeberg (1973), Sugaki et al.

(1975), Kojima and Sugaki (1985).

Merwin and Lombard (1937) achieved equilibrium

with Cu–Fe–S mineral assemblages in the presence

of vapor by independently controlling the sulfur vapor

pressure. However, Barton and Toulmin (1964a,b) and

Toulmin and Barton (1964) were the first to measure

the sulfur fugacity of vapor in equilibrium with Cu–

Fe–S and Fe–S assemblages, where the latter

uniquely determine the sulfur fugacity. Their novel

electrum tarnish method employed a range of Ag–Au

alloys that were in direct communication with the

sulfur vapor that was generated by a sulfide, or a

sulfide mixture held at the same temperature. Unfortu-

nately this method is extremely tedious, and becomes

increasingly less sensitive with decreasing temper-

ature and sulfur fugacity. Electrochemical methods

were later applied by Sato (1971) and Schneeberg

(1973). These contributions involved the Ag/AgI/

Ag2+xS, fs2(g) electrochemical cell that was developed

and used much earlier by Rheinhold (1934) and

Wagner (1953). Sato successfully measured sulfur

fugacity directly in volcanic gases and Schneeberg

measured sulfur fugacity over buffered sulfide reac-

tions in evacuated Pyrex capsules. Schneeberg’s

(1973) method can yield excellent precision over the

f200–460 jC range, and offers the advantage of

continuous measurement. Cell voltages approach

steady values in time–voltage plots where experi-

ments are held at fixed temperatures. The attainment

of equilibrium is assumed where voltage agreement is

obtained, or closely approached, at chosen temper-

atures following cycling from both higher and lower

temperatures.

Additionally, the method is especially valuable for

studying reactions where mineral phases are

unquenchable. Kissin and Scott (1979) employed

Schneeberg’s method for measuring the sulfur fugacity

generated by a pyrrhotite crystal contained in a heated

X-ray goniometer. Lusk (1989) adapted Schneeberg’s

method to determine equilibration temperatures for

sulfide pairs. However, apart from these isolated

studies, the electrochemical method for measuring

sulfur fugacity has not been systematically applied to

sulfide reactions since Schneeberg’s (1973) pioneering

contribution.

The present study has applied Schneeberg’s (1973)

method to seven geologically relevant Cu–Fe–S

reactions with the primary aim of providing a refined

and expanded map of logfS2
– temperature stability

regions for the ternary sulfides idaite, bornite, chalco-

pyrite and cubanite that coexist with pyrite and/or

pyrrhotite. Three of these reactions were investigated

by Schneeberg (1973). They include the py+id=bn+S

reaction that appears to be in error (cf. Barton, 1973),

the py+ bn= cp+S reaction that has been extensively

investigated (e.g., Barton and Toulmin, 1964a,b;

Czamanske, 1974; Kojima and Sugaki, 1985), and

lastly the extremely important py= po+S reaction that

has generated much discussion (cf. Czamanske, 1974;

Scott and Barnes, 1971; Kissin and Scott, 1979;

Barker and Parkes, 1986). The investigation of four
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additional reactions in the iron-rich and sulfur-poor

region of the Cu–Fe–S system completes the present

study.

2. The electrochemical measurement of sulfur

fugacity

The Ag(s)/AgI(s)/Ag2+x(s),Cs2(g) electrochemical cell

is essentially a silver concentration cell that employs

silver iodide as the solid electrolyte for the trans-

ference of silver ions (Ag+). A pure silver electrode

(negative polarity) fixes the chemical potential of

silver at unity (i.e., lAg=1) for all temperatures, and

the composition of the very slightly non-stoichiomet-

ric argentite determines lAg in the sulfide electrode.

The latter is a function of cell temperature and the

sulfur fugacity at this electrode. The transference

number of silver ions in the AgI electrolyte is unity

from 146 jC up to approximately 440 jC, beyond
which electronic conduction becomes increasingly

important (Schneeberg, 1973).

Wagner (1953) used the cell to measure sulfur

fugacity across the stability field for argentite, where

the silver content varies by not more than a few tenths

of a percent. Argentite contains a slight excess of

silver (i.e., Ag2+xS) at the lowest measurable sulfur

fugacities, but is essentially stoichiometric (i.e., Ag2S)

where it coexists with saturated sulfur vapor along the

sulfur condensation curve. The excess silver occurs as

interstitial defects (Rau, 1974). However, the small

variation in silver content of the argentite equates to

emf responses of 0 to f220 and 0 to f270 mV

where temperatures are 178 and f460 jC, respec-
tively. This broad emf–temperature region is thus

used routinely in the measurement of sulfur fugacity

using Schneeberg (1973)- type cells.

The measured emf (e) of a cell is closely related to

the fS2
in equilibrium with argentite (at f1 bar)

through the equation (Wagner, 1953; Sato, 1971):

lnfS2 ¼ ½e � e0ðTÞ�4F=RT þ lnf 0S2 ; ð1Þ

where e0(T) is the emf (in volts) of the Ag/AgI/Ag2S,

S(liquid) reference cell at temperature T (Kelvin), lnfS2

0

is the estimated fugacity of diatomic sulfur vapor

(S2(g)) in equilibrium liquid sulfur (Sl) at the same

temperature, and R (1.9873 cal/deg. mol) and F

(23.061 cal/V equiv.) are constants. However, choices

are available among the published data sets for the

reference state parameters e0(T) and lnfS2(T)

0 , and those

chosen uniquely determine the cell equation. For

example, Schneeberg (1973) employed the lnfS2

0 data

of Rickert (1968) and his own unpublished data for e0

in obtaining the cell equation:

log fS2 ¼ 1=Tð20; 158:6e � 9099:7F103:2Þ

þ 3:73F0:034; ð2Þ

where the uncertainties are claimed to be standard

deviations. A similar equation was derived by Sato

(1971) who used data from Richardson and Jeffes

(1952).

Cell life for this type of cell is shortened by

long-term operation at high temperatures and/or by

high sulfur fugacities. Nevertheless, brief excursions

to f490 jC have been successfully accomplished at

the end of heating experiments. Examination of the

silver electrodes at the end of experiments revealed

an absence of sulfidation effects, but evidence of

partial consumption after long periods of heating at

the highest temperatures and at relatively high sulfur

fugacities. This implies that additional silver sulfide,

and/or silver sulfide iodide, formed in the electrolyte

due to consumption of sulfur derived from the

sulfide charge. The consumption of small quantities

of sulfur is not likely to present a problem where

buffered sulfidation reactions are involved, but

could affect the composition of single sulfides. This

in turn could lower sulfur fugacity in long-term

experiments.

An intense darkening of the AgI electrolyte is

commonly observed in cells after prolonged heating

at higher temperatures. This suggests that black silver

sulfide iodide, Ag3SI (Reuter and Hardel, 1965), may

have formed as a product in the AgI electrolyte that is

usually a transparent yellow. This source of contam-

ination was addressed by Schneeberg (1973), and

further discussed by Kissin and Scott (1979). Schnee-

berg (1973) acknowledged small effects, but consid-

ered them to be within the precision of measurement.

We concur with his assessment because reasonable

agreement was obtained between repeated measure-

ments made early and late in the lives of individual

cells.
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3. Experimental methods

3.1. Preparation of reaction mixtures

Eight sulfide reaction mixtures were prepared for

use in the present sulfur fugacity experiments and in a

companion study (manuscript in preparation). The

latter involves a detailed determination of the compo-

sitions of sulfides in these buffer reactions, including

those with and without sphalerite present.

The experimental mixtures comprised the follow-

ing associations: (1) pyrite–idaite–bornite, (2) pyr-

ite–bornite–chalcopyrite, (3) pyrite–chalcopyrite–

cubanite, (4) pyrrhotite–chalcopyrite–cubanite, (5)

pyrite–pyrrhoite–cubanite, (6) pyrite–pyrrhoite–

chalcopyrite, (7) pyrite–pyrrhotite. These mixtures

were finely ground immediately prior to use. Aliquots

of the same mixtures were recrystallized in molten salt

fluxes, and the products analyzed by microprobe in

order to confirm the presence of phases reported for

the respective mixtures.

The reaction mixtures were prepared by mixing

appropriate proportions of sulfide minerals that were

individually synthesized in evacuated Pyrex capsules.

Pyrrhotite (Fe(1�x)) and copper sulfides (CuS and

Cu2S) were produced by reacting sulfur powder

(Aldrich Chemical prod. No. 21329—2; 99.998%)

with hydrogen-reduced iron (Spex. Industries prod.

No. FEO3; 99.999%) and copper (Spex. prod. No.

CUO6; 99.999%) powders. These sulfides were reacted

in appropriate proportions to yield the Cu–Fe–S sul-

fides idaite, bornite, chalcopyrite and cubanite. Pyrite

was synthesized by reacting pyrrhotite with elemental

sulfur to yield a product composed of f99% pyrite.

Elemental reactants were first heated in a muffle

furnace at around 250 jC for 8-week periods, fol-

lowed by 3 weeks in a tube furnace at 400 jC. During
the initial heating period all capsules were opened

after 20–50 days and the sulfide products finely

ground under acetone prior to resealing under vac-

uum. Pyrites were reground a second time at the end

of the 8-week period and heated at 450 jC for an

additional 2 weeks. Pyrrhotites of several composi-

tions together with the synthetic chalcopyrites and

cubanites received additional heating in Vycor cap-

sules at temperatures to 600 jC.
A natural chalcopyrite–cubanite assemblage from

the Cobar C.S.A. Mine (N.S.W.) was substituted in

the mixture containing synthetic chalcopyrite and

cubanite. This action was taken following an initial

set of experiments in which cell behavior was found

to be extremely erratic, apparently due to an unre-

solved synthesis problem involving cubanite (cf.

Cabri, 1973). The substituted assemblage contained

approximately equal proportions of natural chalcopyr-

ite and cubanite, together with traces of pyrrhotite and

bismuth.

3.2. Electrochemical cells

3.2.1. Cell designs

Two variants of electrochemical cell design were

used in the present study. Fig. 1a shows the cell design

that was used for obtaining E0 data in the sulfur

condensation experiments. It contains a relatively

large sulfur reservoir that is positioned as close as

possible to the electrodes, thus minimizing the effects

of longitudinal thermal gradients. Fig. 1b shows the

cell design that was employed for routine sulfur

fugacity measurements. This cell is essentially the

same as described by Schneeberg (1973), although a

number of changes in technique were adopted in

fabricating the former.

Pyrex tubing, 6�2.2 mm (bore), was used for

containment of the silver iodide electrolyte in all cells.

Tubing of this size was found to be relatively effective

in resisting cracking when silver iodide cooled below

its f153 jC transition temperature. Cells for routine

measurement of sulfur fugacity were prepared from

f130 mm lengths of this tubing. One end was flared

and glass blown onto an f80 mm length of 10�7.5

mm (bore) tubing for final attachment to a vacuum

line. The cells for e0 measurements were glass blown

from several sizes of tubing, namely, f40 mm

lengths of 6�2.2 mm tubing (to accommodate both

electrodes separated by the electrolyte), f30 mm

lengths of 10�7 mm tubing (to accommodate f300

mg of sulfur), f60 mm lengths of 6�2.2 mm tubing

(to carry the glass-coated positive electrode conductor

and to aid in sealing), and finally f80 mm lengths of

10�7 mm tubing for connection to a vacuum line.

3.2.2. Fabrication of electrodes

The electrodes were made from f90 mm lengths

of 0.2 mm diameter platinum wire (thermocouple

grade) that terminated in silver or silver sulfide
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electrodes. The conductor wire for the silver sulfide

electrode was sheathed with Pyrex glass, except for 5

and 25 mm lengths at the free ends. The coating was

accomplished by first drawing out glass capillaries,

breaking to 60 mm lengths, threading onto the

conductors, and then slowly drawing the stretched

(and inclined) wires through a flame to soften and

collapse the glass onto the wires. The glass sheathing

prevents the positive electrode conductors from

directly contacting the powdered sulfide mixtures

(Schneeberg, 1973), or the liquid sulfur through

which they pass. Coating of the negative conductor

wires was not required.

The silver electrodes were fabricated in two ways.

For routine sulfur fugacity measurements involving

the sulfide reactions, pieces of silver (Spex. Industries

prod. No. AGO8; 99.9999%) weighing approximately

10 mg were cut from silver shot and melted with a

flame to produce molten balls supported in depressions

on a flat graphite substrate. The heated ends of

platinum conductors were quickly immersed into mol-

ten silver balls and withdrawn from the flame with the

balls attached, as was described by Schneeberg (1973).

However, some degree of alloying between silver and

platinum is likely using this method, and could yield

alloys containing V20 wt.% platinum in worst cases.

This in turn will reduce the activity of Ag in the

‘‘silver’’ electrode, and thus affect emf measurements.

A test set of silver–platinum electrodes of known alloy

compositions (i.e., 10, 18, 25, 30 and 33 wt.% Pt) was

prepared in order to investigate the effect of alloying

on a qualitative basis. This was achieved by slicing

pure silver balls almost through, and crimping them

tightly around the proximal ends of the platinum

conductors. The same method was used in preparing

the test set of alloy electrodes.

The silver sulfide electrodes were prepared by

compressing f30 mg aliquots of silver sulfide filings

into 1.8 mm diameter pellets with f8 mm lengths of

platinum wire (sharply bent or welded into a ball at

the buried end) extending from their top centers. The

wire extensions from the pellets were arc welded onto

the glass-free ends of the 90 mm lengths of platinum

conductor wires.

3.2.3. Method of cell assembly

A silver electrode was inserted f25 mm inside the

open end of 6�2 mm Pyrex tubing that was mounted

vertically, and the electrode wire bent over for sup-

port. The tubing was heated circumferentially to

soften the glass, and tweezers used to assist in

collapsing the glass onto the platinum wire f10

mm back from the ball electrode. The glass seal

surrounding the silver electrode conductor was then

thoroughly annealed with a gas torch. A stainless steel

rod cut obliquely across its end was used to center the

electrode within the bore of the tubing.

Light sensitive silver iodide powder (Cerac Chem-

ical; 99.99%) was added incrementally to cover the

Fig. 1. Cell designs used in the electrochemical measurements. (a)

Cell used for E0 calibration; (b) cell employed for routine

measurement of sulfur fugacity.
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silver electrode, and followed each time by melting

under low lighting conditions. Rapid flicks of the

hand-held cells facilitated the downward movement

of the molten silver iodide. When the silver electrode

was buried in the solid silver iodide to a depth of f3

mm, a layer (f1 mm thick) of powdered AgI was

added and tamped down to produce a flat surface on

which the silver sulfide electrode is supported

(Schneeberg, 1973). The silver sulfide electrode was

then carefully inserted into the cell, and anchored in

place with a small wad of quartz wool. Around 125 mg

of finely ground sulfide mixture was added and held in

place by a second wad of quartz wool. After evacuat-

ing down to around 5–7�10�5 atm over a period of

about 10–15 min, approximately 15 mm lengths of the

6 mm glass tubing toward the top ends of cells were

collapsed and sealed off with a gas flame.

The completed cells were wrapped in aluminum

foil and stored in a dark environment prior to use.

Shorting of the cells was not possible because the

positive leads were insulated from external contact by

the glass extensions at the top ends of the cells. The

latter were cut off to yield overall cell lengths of 110–

115 mm immediately prior to loading in furnaces.

Approximately one in eight of the stored cells was

unusable due to stress cracking of the Pyrex glass in

the vicinity of the contained electrolyte.

3.3. Loading cells

Six cells at a time were loaded into drilled alumi-

num sample holders (45 mm (diam.)�130 mm

Table 1

Voltage measurements for the sulfur condensation reaction

Measurement

identificationa
Temperature

(K)

Millivolts

(mV)

Error

(mV, 1r)

1—(13.6)/4 460 223.90 0.16

2—(15.2)/4 475 226.29 0.17

3—(16.2)/4 490 228.54 0.17

4—(17.4)/4 502 230.39 0.09

5—(18.7)/4 515 232.45 0.06

6—(19.5)/4 528 234.58 0.05

7—(20.8)/4 543 236.90 0.07

8—(22.2)/4 559 239.30 0.09

9—(23.1)/4 578 242.27 0.07

10—(24.2)/3 608 247.42 0.13

11—(25.3)/2 637 252.42 0.04

12—(26.1)/2 664 256.54 0.07

13—(27.0)/2 702 262.34 0.07

a For 3—(16.2)/4: 3=position in measurement sequence;

(16.2)=time elapsed in hours; /4=number of cells used.

Fig. 2. Electrochemical determinations of E0 (mV) for the sulfur condensation reaction. Attributions for Eqs. (1), (2) and (4), (5) are given in the

text.
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(length)) provided with end caps held in place with

screws. The platinum conductor wires from the silver

electrodes were twisted together with an insulated

platinum wire (i.e., the common negative) that passed

upward through a hole in the center of the cylinder.

The positive leads from the silver sulfide electrodes

were insulated from each other using twin bore alu-

mina tubing. The positive leads were arc welded to

extension conductors that also passed upward through

the top end cap of the aluminum containment cylinder.

After loading, the sample holders were wrapped in

2 mm thick Kaowool paper and suspended by wires

from the tops of the vertical tube furnaces. However,

for the sulfur condensation experiments, it was neces-

sary to invert the cells so that liquid sulfur could not

make direct contact with the positive electrode or with

the electrolyte. The bottom end spaces of the 330 mm

long (50 mm bore) tube furnaces were plugged

loosely with Kaowool to minimize convection. Cus-

tom-built temperature controllers in conjunction with

voltage regulators on the output side were used to heat

the furnaces. Pt/Pt13Rh thermocouples were used

with a Kaye ice point reference station for control

and measurement functions.

3.4. Temperature and voltage measurements

Temperatures were measured with annealed Pt/

Pt13Rh thermocouples that were sealed in evacuated

Pyrex tubing of the same size as was used in the cells.

These were calibrated initially against the melting

points of tin, cadmium and zinc metals, and checked

against a platinum resistance thermometer at the end

of the experiments. Thermocouple voltages were

measured with a Keithley 196 digital multimeter.

Temperature measurements are accurate to better than

F0.5 jC over the temperature range of interest.

The cell reaction mixtures were held at the highest

temperature locations in the sample blocks. Temper-

ature gradients over the respective 20–25 mm lengths

were found to be less than 1j at 450 jC. An overall

accuracy of approximately F1 jC is estimated for the

experimental data where measurement and thermal

gradient errors are taken into account.

Cell voltages were measured in forward and

reverse directions using a varacator bridge electro-

meter (Analog Devices model 311K) in conjunction

with a digital voltmeter (Analog Devices model

AD2024). This combination of instruments effectively

prevents degrading, or the occurrence of detectable

chemical changes within cells. The electrometer deliv-

ers an extremely low current during the short periods

of measurement, and all of the voltmeters used indi-

cate true voltages because their input impedances

(>40 MV) are many orders of magnitude larger than

cell resistance values. The measured voltages were

checked against those obtained with two precision

instruments, including a Keithley model 181 nano-

voltmeter and a Hewlett-Packard model 3468A multi-

Table 2

Sulfur fugacity measurements for the pyrite+idaite=bornite+sulfur

(vapor) reaction

Measurement Temperature Cell voltage Sulfur fugacityb

details
a

(jC) 1000/K (e, mVF1r) log fS2 (F1r)

A. Data above the inflection point

5—(1/8)/4 448 1.387 252.4F0.4 �1.99F0.01

4—(2/7)/4 423 1.436 241.8F0.3 �2.50F0.01

33—(1/127)/4 410 1.464 237.0F0.3 �2.76F0.01

3—(2/5)/4 400 1.486 232.4F0.1 �3.00F0.01

7—(6/14)/4 391 1.505 228.3F0.4 �3.21F0.01

2—(2/3)/4 379 1.533 224.6F0.3 �3.45F0.01

8—(2/16)/4 371 1.553 219.8F0.4 �3.69F0.01

1—(1/1)/4 362 1.575 217.0F0.2 �3.89F0.01

10—(4/21)/4 335 1.644 205.0F0.4 �4.62F0.01

31—(2/124)/4 322 1.681 200.9F0.4 �4.95F0.01

11—(2/24)/4 318 1.693 197.6F0.5 �5.12F0.01

12—(4/28)/4 301 1.740 191.3F0.7 �5.59F0.02

30—(3/122)/4 291 1.772 187.6F0.6 �5.90F0.02

13—(2/30)/4 285 1.790 184.4F0.5 �6.11F0.02

14—(2/32)/4 272 1.833 178.9F0.7 �6.55F0.03

15—(3/35)/4 270 1.841 177.6F0.9 �6.65F0.03

16—(1/36)/4 258 1.882 172.8F1.2 �7.06F0.05

17—(3/39)/4 245 1.929 167.5F1.9 �7.53F0.09

29—(6/119)/4 240 1.947 164.3F2.9 �7.77F0.11

18—(4/43)/4 237 1.961 164.2F2.4 �7.85F0.09

19—(8/51)4 231 1.982 161.0F3.6 �8.10F0.14

28—(15/113)/4 228 1.995 158.8F4.1 �8.27F0.16

B. Data below the inflection point

22—(4/69)/4 209 2.076 159.0F2.5 �8.75F0.10

23—(5/73)/4 203 2.101 159.8F2.5 �8.87F0.11

24—(4/77)/4 195 2.136 160.8F2.8 �9.03F0.12

25—(8/85)/4 187 2.174 162.2F4.5 �9.20F0.20

a In 28—(15/113)/4, for example, 28—=position in measuring

sequence; (15=days at respective temperature before measurement

accepted; /113=total days from commencement of heating experi-

ments.
b Sulfur fugacities calculated from the present cell equation:

log fS2 ¼ ½20; 158:6e � 97229�1=T þ 3:76, where e is in volts.
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meter. These instruments (F0.05 mV accuracy; >1

GV impedance) gave readings that agreed to within

0.01 mV. The AD2024 voltmeter, with a reading

precision of 0.1 mV, gave voltage readings that were

0.1–0.25 mV lower over the same range. Because

these differences are well within the limits of error for

the sulfide reaction experiments, the relevant voltage

data have not been corrected. A precision instrument

was used in measuring voltages for the sulfur con-

densation experiments.

Voltage data were obtained by cycling up and down

in temperature using incremental steps over long peri-

ods of time. Experiments were held at chosen temper-

atures until steady voltages were attained, or closely

approached, as suggested in daily time–voltage plots.

It was found to be advantageous to increase or decrease

the temperature by f5 jC increments for most reac-

tions at lower temperatures, and also for reactions with

inherently low sulfur fugacities. Temperature changes

of 20 jC or more are to be avoided because they

typically result in erratic voltage responses that require

long periods for recovery. For sluggish reactions, it is

also useful to dedicate one set of cells to the higher

temperature part of a given reaction, and a matching set

to the lower temperature part.

Individual cells respond erratically where they are

accidentally shorted-out. Others in normal usage can

deviate from normal behavior for some time, and

then self-correct. Where abnormal behavior was

detected, the measurements in question were

rejected. Mean voltages and standard deviations are

reported where full sets or part sets of cells behaved

normally, that is, gave similar voltages that differed

usually by not more than a few millivolts. This

selection process accounts for the variation in cell

numbers that are indicated in the tables following.

Fig. 3. Sulfur fugacity versus 1000/T plots for the pyrite + idaite = bornite + sulfur (vapor) and pyrite + bornite = chalcopyrite + sulfur (vapor)

reactions. Data represented by the empty symbols have been excluded from the regression analyses.
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4. Results

4.1. The sulfur condensation reaction

Sequential measurements were made for the sulfur

condensation reaction at temperatures between 187

and 429 jC. The results presented in Table 1 were

obtained from a set of six cells with mechanically

crimped pure silver electrodes. Data was accepted for

four of the cells at the lower temperatures, but from

only two cells at the highest temperatures. These cells

gave stable voltages with small differences at the

various temperatures.

A notable feature of these experiments was the

rapidity with which steady voltages were attained after

making temperature changes. This allowed sets of

stable measurements to be obtained within 40 to 80

minute intervals. Forward and reverse voltages dif-

fered usually by not more than 1 or 2 tenths of a

millivolt for individual cells. Differences between

cells were typically less than 1 mV, and commonly

not more than a few tenths.

Inspection of the cells at the end of the experiments

revealed that the f300 mg samples of sulfur had a

slightly brownish color, suggesting contamination by

elemental iodine. This evidently occurred through

Table 3

Least squares best-fit equations

Reaction Temp. range

(jC)
Least squares fit Standard error

of estimate

R2 Source

1a. Sulfur condensation 187–428 E0=149.98+0.1603�(T) 0.20 0.9997 this study

(Eq. (3), Fig. 2)

1b. Sulfur condensationa 150–425 E0=151.87+0.1607�(T) 0.15 0.9999 Kiukkola and

Wagner (1957)

(Eq. (2), Fig. 2)

2a. py+id=bncub+S 228–448 logfS2
=12.296�1.0286�104(1/T) 0.02 0.9999 this study

2b. py+id=bntet+S 187–209 logfS2
=0.826�0.4613�104(1/T) 0.00 0.9994 this study

2c. py+id=bncub+S
b 327–394 logfS2

=12.491�1.0185�104(1/T) 0.05 0.9986 Schneeberg (1973)

3a. py+bncub=cp+S 255–486 logfS2
=12.637�1.1243�104(1/T) 0.05 0.9993 this study

3b. py+bntet=cp+S 206–225 logfS2
=1.2418�0.5439�104(1/T) 0.02 0.9782 this study

3c. py+bncub=cp+S
b 279–445 logfS2

=12.811�1.1328�104(1/T) 0.05 0.9946 Schneeberg (1973)

4a. py+cp=cb+S 334–488 logfS2
=16.849�1.5563�104(1/T) 0.03 0.9996 this study

4b. py+cp=po+cp+S 268–328 logfS2
=10.97�1.1994�104(1/T) 0.04 0.9959 this study

4c. py+cb=po+cb+S 334–488 logfS2
=15.52�1.522�104(1/T) 0.02 0.9998 this study

4d. cp+po=cb+S 268–312 logfS2
=10.796�1.2299�104(1/T) 0.08 0.9779 this study

5a. py=po+S 330–448 logfS2
=14.594�1.4654�104(1/T) 0.04 0.9987 this study

5b. py=po+S 294–448 logfS2
=14.557�1.4628�104(1/T) 0.04 0.9994 this study

5c. py=po+Sc 294–324 logfS2
=14.618�1.4663�104(1/T) 0.04 0.9930 combined data

5d. py=po+S 243–286 logfS2
=12.45�1.3431�104(1/T) 0.01 0.9995 this study

5e. py=po+Sa,c 294–742 logfS2
=19.007�2.2119�104(1/T)+

1.8602�106(1/T)2
0.06 0.9997 combined data

6a. po (NFeS=0.9464) 330–422 logfS2
=9.1127�1.1404�104(1/T) 0.06 0.9954 this study

6b. po (NFeS=0.9480) 355–434 logfS2
=8.7226�1.1255�104(1/T) 0.07 0.9847 this study

6c. po (NFeS=0.9545) 299–440 logfS2
=8.8819�1.1804�104(1/T) 0.04 0.9991 this study

6d. po (NFeS=0.9625) 388–456 logfS2
=7.9256�1.183�104(1/T) 0.02 0.9990 this study

All logfS2
data have been calculated using the present cell equation.

a Equation is based on smoothed data, or includes smoothed data.
b Data below an unidentified inflection point has been excluded from the analysis.
c Includes data from two or more sources.
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iodine vapor transfer from the AgI electrolyte because

the inverted cell orientation prevented the liquid sulfur

from directly contacting the silver sulfide electrodes

or the solid electrolyte.

A companion set of experiments involved cells with

crimped Ag–Pt alloy (i.e., 10, 18, 25, 30 and 33 wt.%

Pt) electrodes. Cells with the higher Pt contents gen-

erated lower voltages (V15 mV), behaved erratically,

and were not reproducible. However, a pair of cells

containing f10 wt.% Pt proved to be an exception.

They gave steady and reproducible voltages that were

f0 to 1 mV lower than for cells with the pure silver

electrodes. These qualitative tests suggest that an

alloying of V10 wt.% Pt in silver electrodes has little

effect on cell voltages (i.e., V1 mV), or on cell

stability. However, lower voltages and instability can

be anticipated where the degree of alloying is higher.

This potential source of uncertainty can be avoided by

using pure silver electrodes in conjunction with the

crimping method of construction.

4.2. Choice of parameters for a cell equation

E0 (or e0) values relate cell voltage to total sulfur

pressure for the sulfur condensation reaction over a

temperature range of interest. Fig. 2 shows the present

e0 data together with linear plots for four alternative

data sets. The linear plots occur in two distinct groups.

The plots for (1) Schneeberg (1973), (2) Kiukkola and

Wagner (1957), and (3) the present study are tightly

grouped and have steeper slopes. The second group

contains the data of (4) Browner (1987) and (5)

Rickert (1982). The effective e0 equation used by

Schneeberg was derived from his cell equation by

subtracting the logfS2

0 data of Rickert (1968).

The two groups of data cross around 400 K and

have voltages that are separated by f20 mV at 1000

K. It is therefore evident that one of these groups is

seriously in error. The accuracy of individual equa-

tions can be assessed by first determining the free

energy of formation for argentite using additional data

for sulfur that was sourced from Rau et al. (1973a,b).

The free energy values obtained are then compared

with the high-quality free energy data for argentite

reported by Kubaschewski et al. (1967). Eqs. (1)–(3)

yield Df values between 473 and 1020 K that are

within 0.45 kcal (or V1.8%) of the values determined

from data given in Kubaschewski et al. (1967).

Table 4

Sulfur fugacity measurements for the bornite+pyrite=chalcopyri-

te+sulfur (vapor) reaction

Measurement Temperature Cell voltage Sulfur fugacity

details
(jC) 1000/K

(e, mVF1r) logfS2
(F1r)

A. Data above the inflection point

36—(2/290)/2 486 1.317 236.0F0.7 �2.14F0.01

35—(3/288)/2 475 1.336 231.5F0.8 �2.34F0.01

29—(4/248)/3 470 1.346 228.5F0.3 �2.46F0.01

28—(5/244)/2 465 1.355 226.3F0.2 �2.57F0.01

27—(7/239)/2 458 1.367 223.3F0.3 �2.71F0.01

30—(7/255)/2 452 1.379 220.6F0.7 �2.84F0.01

26—(3/232)/3 449 1.385 216.5F3.1 �2.98F0.04

31—(6/261)/2 443 1.396 217.2F0.4 �3.01F0.01

25—(4/229)/3 438 1.406 211.8F3.2 �3.22F0.05

24—(6/225)/4 433 1.415 207.0F5.1 �3.40F0.05

32—(6/267)/2 433 1.416 212.7F0.3 �3.24F0.01

33—(7/274)/2 429 1.425 211.0F0.4 �3.33F0.01

34—(11/285)/2 412 1.459 202.7F1.3 �3.75F0.02

20—(10/201)/6 409 1.467 197.7F2.5 �3.93F0.05

19—(7/191)/6 399 1.487 195.4F1.7 �4.11F0.04

18—(8/184)/6 392 1.504 192.3F1.8 �4.29F0.04

17—(7/176)/6 384 1.523 189.6F1.3 �4.48F0.05

16—(7/169)/6 374 1.546 185.1F1.8 �4.74F0.05

15—(7/162)/6 370 1.555 184.2F1.1 �4.82F0.03

3—(14/44)/6 364 1.568 177.1F3.4 �5.12F0.10

14—(7/155)/5 363 1.571 181.9F1.2 �4.99F0.05

13—(7/148)/6 355 1.591 177.9F2.3 �5.22F0.06

12—(7/141)/6 350 1.604 176.0F1.9 �5.35F0.05

11—(5/134)/6 344 1.621 173.1F1.8 �5.55F0.06

2—(9/30)/8 340 1.632 167.6F3.9 �5.79F0.10

32—(7/351)/7 338 1.636 166.6F2.6 �5.85F0.09

10—(6/129)/7 334 1.646 168.7F2.8 �5.84F0.09

31—(4/344)/7 330 1.658 163.0F2.0 �6.10F0.07

1—(21/21)/6 330 1.659 165.8F2.8 �6.01F0.10

9—(7/123)/6 329 1.660 165.8F2.5 �6.02F0.09

8—(7/116)/7 324 1.674 164.2F2.5 �6.15F0.09

30—(4/340)/7 321 1.684 159.8F1.4 �6.36F 0.06

7—(4/109)/7 314 1.703 159.9F2.8 �6.47F0.10

29—(4/336)/6 308 1.722 154.8F1.2 �6.76F0.05

6—(6/105)/6 299 1.746 153.3F3.2 �6.96F0.10

28—(10/332)/6 292 1.768 148.8F1.6 �7.26F0.07

27—(4/322)/5 285 1.792 145.4F1.7 �7.53F0.08

26—(4/318)/5 276 1.822 142.0F2.0 �7.84F0.08

5—(53/99)/6 271 1.838 140.7F3.4 �7.99F0.10

25—(16/314)/5 268 1.849 138.7F2.1 �8.14F0.08

14—(11/20)/7 260 1.875 136.3F2.7 �8.39F0.11

24—(8/298)/5 255 1.894 133.7F2.8 �8.62F0.11

B. Data below the inflection point

18—(4/232)/6 225 2.006 126.3F2.5 �9.65F0.10

19—(10/242)/6 221 2.022 125.5F2.5 �9.79F0.10

20—(11/253)/7 217 2.040 126.8F3.8 �9.86F0.15

8—(14/135)/4 217 2.042 126.9F0.9 �9.87F0.05

9—(8/143)/4 211 2.065 127.8F1.3 �9.98F0.05

21—(12/265)/5 211 2.066 128.4F5.9 �9.97F0.25

22—(8/273)/5 206 2.086 127.7F3.1 �10.12F0.15
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Among these, Eqs. (2) and (3) yield the most con-

sistent differences, but the data of Kiukkola and

Wagner (1957) show the smallest departures (i.e.,

0.5% at 1020 K and 1.0% at 473 K). Furthermore,

Thompson and Flengas (1971) obtained good agree-

ment between their own free energy of formation data

for argentite and determinations obtained using

extrapolations of Kiukkola and Wagner’s (1957) data

to temperatures between 500 and 800 jC.
Choosing the most accurate logfS2(T)

0 data for inclu-

sion in a working cell equation is a vexed problem.

The first requirement is to select the most accurate

total sulfur pressure data for the sulfur condensation

reaction over the temperature range of interest. The

second requirement is to choose between data sets that

attempt to estimate the partial pressures for 7 or more

important molecular sulfur species in sulfur vapor.

The relative abundances of these species change in a

complex manner with both temperature and total

pressure. In spite of these difficulties, the S2 molecular

species predominates where total sulfur pressures are

less than f10�2 bar.

Barton and Skinner (1979) suggested that the total

sulfur vapor pressure data of West and Menzies (1929)

is themost accurate from 200 to 500 jC, and that of Rau
et al. (1973a) for higher temperatures. Barton and

Skinner (1979) have obtained an excellent fit to these

separate data sets where each is combined with Rau et

al.’s (1973b) polymerization model for sulfur vapor.

In the present study, we have chosen to use the cell

equation

log fS2 ¼ ½20; 158:6e � 9; 229:0�1=T þ 3:76 ð3Þ

that is based on the e0 data of Kiukkola and Wagner

(1957) and the sulfur polymerization model of Rau et

Fig. 4. Sulfur fugacity versus 1000/T plots for a quartet of reactions involving pyrite, pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite and cubanite (iss: intermediate

solid solution). Data represented by the empty symbols have been excluded from the regression analyses.
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al. (1973b). Uncertainties for the second (i.e.,

�9,229.0) and third (i.e., 3.76) constants of this

equation are estimated to be of the order of F1%.

However, we could have chosen cell equations that

link Kiukkola and Wagner’s (1957) data with the

logfS2

0 polymerization models of Rickert (1968), Mills

(1974) or others, for example. The relative accuracy

of these alternative polymerization models can be

checked by comparing sulfur fugacities calculated at

chosen temperatures for the 4Ag(s)+S2(g)=2Ag2+xS(s)
(i.e., silver-saturated argentite) reaction where voltage

is set at zero in the respective cell equations. Accord-

ingly, our chosen equation yields logfS2
values of

�11.67 and �9.01 units at 325 and 450 jC, respec-

Table 5

Sulfur fugacity measurements for a quartet of reactions involving pyrite, pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite and cubanite (iss)

Measurement Temperature Cell voltage Sulfur fugacity Temperature Cell voltage Sulfur vapour

details
(jC) 1000/K

(e, mVF1r) logfS2
(F1r) (jC) (e, mVF1r) logfS2

(F1r)

A. Chalcopyrite+pyrite=cubanite (iss)+sulfur (vapor) C. Cubanite (iss)+pyrite=cubanite (iss)+pyrrhotite+sulfur (vapor)

28—(4/212)/3 488 1.314 177.4F0.8 �3.67F0.02 488 146.9F1.1 �4.48F0.03

27—(3/208)/3 469 1.348 166.8F1.2 �4.15F0.02 469 135.0F1.1 �5.02F0.03

8—(5/86)/3 461 1.362 164.6F2.6 �4.29F0.07 461 131.6F1.0 �5.20F0.02

26—(7/205)/3 460 1.364 162.0F1.4 �4.38F0.02 460 130.1F1.0 �5.25F0.02

25—(7/198)/3 448 1.386 154.8F1.9 �4.71F0.05 448 123.0F0.9 �5.60F0.03

9—(5/91)/3 447 1.389 155.1F2.8 �4.72F0.07 447 123.6F0.8 �5.60F0.02

10—(6/97)/3 429 1.424 142.9F2.9 �5.28F0.08 429 113.3F0.9 �6.13F0.02

24—(7/191)/3 426 1.430 140.4F2.3 �5.39F0.07 426 110.8F0.9 �6.24F0.02

11—(6/103)/3 419 1.446 135.6F2.7 �5.63F0.08 419 107.3F0.8 �6.46F0.02

23—(7/184)/3 413 1.458 131.0F2.3 �5.85F0.06 413 102.5F1.0 �6.69F0.03

12—(6/109)/3 403 1.479 125.1F2.6 �6.16F0.08 403 98.1F0.9 �6.97F0.03

22—(7/177)/3 391 1.505 116.7F2.2 �6.59F0.07 391 90.0F1.0 �7.40F0.03

13—(6/115)/3 390 1.507 116.6F2.5 �6.61F0.08 390 90.8F0.9 �7.39F0.03

14—(6/121)/3 381 1.528 110.3F2.4 �6.95F0.08 381 85.2F0.9 �7.72F0.03

21—(7/170)/3 377 1.538 107.2F2.3 �7.11F0.07 377 81.4F0.9 �7.91F0.03

15—(6/127)/3 368 1.560 102.0F1.8 �7.43F0.06 368 77.6F1.1 �8.20F0.03

20—(7/163)/3 363 1.573 97.3F2.3 �7.67F0.08 363 72.6F0.9 �8.45F0.03

16—(4/131)/3 355 1.592 93.6F2.0 �7.93F0.06 355 70.2F0.9 �8.68F0.03

19—(7/156)/3 347 1.612 89.5F4.8 �8.21F0.16 347 63.9F0.9 �9.04F0.03

18—(6/149)/3 341 1.629 83.8F0.6 �8.53F0.02 341 60.4F0.9 �9.29F0.03

17—(12/143)/3 334 1.646 81.5F0.4 �8.72F0.1 334 57.8F0.9 �9.51F0.03

B. Chalcopyrite+pyrite=pyrrhotite+chalcopyrite+sulfur (vapor) D. Chalcopyrite+pyrrhotite=cubanite+sulfur (vapor)

17—(12/220)/2 328 1.665 77.2F4.7 �9.01F0.16 – – –

1—(107/107)/2 326 1.669 78.8F7.2 �9.00F0.24 – – –

2—(6/113)/2 321 1.682 76.7F6.5 �9.16F0.21 – – –

16—(14/208)/2 321 1.682 76.6F6.3 �9.16F0.21 – – –

3—(6/119)/2 317 1.694 74.8F5.8 �9.31F0.20 – – –

4—(6/125)/2 312 1.708 72.7F5.3 �9.50F0.18 312 55.0F1.5 �10.11F0.05

15—(7/194)/2 311 1.711 69.6F5.0 �9.63F0.17 311 49.2F0.8 �10.34F0.03

5—(6/131)/2 307 1.724 70.5F4.9 �9.70F0.17 307 52.8F1.3 �10.31F0.05

14—(7/187)/2 304 1.732 66.9F4.5 �9.89F0.16 304 45.6F0.8 �10.63F0.03

6—(4/135)/2 301 1.741 68.5F4.7 �9.90F0.17 301 50.6F1.3 �10.53F0.05

7—(4/139)/2 295 1.759 66.5F4.4 �10.12F0.16 295 48.2F1.2 �10.77F0.04

13—(7/180)/2 294 1.763 63.9F4.1 �10.24F0.15 294 42.4F0.8 �11.01F0.03

8—(7/146)/2 287 1.786 63.5F4.3 �10.44F0.16 287 44.4F1.1 �11.12F0.04

12—(7/173)/2 286 1.790 61.8F4.0 �10.53F0.14 286 40.6F0.8 �11.30F0.03

9—(6/152)/2 279 1.812 61.0F4.2 �10.73F0.15 279 41.3F1.0 �11.45F0.04

11—(7/166)/2 274 1.829 58.9F4.0 �10.95F0.15 274 38.1F1.0 �11.71F0.04

10—(7/159)/2 268 1.847 57.9F4.0 �11.13F0.16 268 37.8F0.9 �11.88F0.03
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tively. These agree to within 0.05 to 0.07 log units for

sulfur fugacity calculated at the same temperatures

using the free energy data reported in Kubaschewski

et al. (1967). On the other hand, cell equations using

the sulfur polymerization models of Rickert (1968)

and Mills (1974) yield sulfur fugacities that are higher

by 0.21 and 0.25 log units. The anticipated accuracy

is F0.1–0.15 log units using the present cell equation

in conjunction with Schneeberg-type cells. This

uncertainty is notional because individual cells of

the Schneeberg-type cannot be calibrated. It is there-

fore essential to use multiple cells in any study.

Cell voltage measurements are included with our

results. The 1r error values provided with our voltage

and sulfur fugacity data are for precision directly

related to the cell measurements. It should be noted

that the sulfur fugacity data from Schneeberg (1973)

and Kissin and Scott (1979) have been recalculated

using the cell equation above.

4.3. Sulfur fugacity for reactions involving minerals

of the Cu–Fe–S system

4.3.1. The Id+py=bn+S reaction

This reaction was investigated between 187 and

448 jC over a period of 127 days. The data presented

in Table 2 and shown plotted in Fig. 3 indicate an

inflection at f221 jC. This was not detected by

Schneeberg (1973). Furthermore, a dashed line that

is displaced to higher values of sulfur fugacity repre-

sents his residual data above the inflection point.

Table 6

Sulfur fugacity measurements for the pyrite=pyrrhotite+sulfur

(vapor) reaction

Measurement Temperature Cell voltage Sulfur fugacity

details
(jC) 1000/K

(e, mVF1r) logfS2
(F1r)

A-1. Present data above 325 C

11—(4/151)/4 448 1.387 119.7F0.6 �5.69F0.02

10—(4/147)/4 438 1.406 112.9F0.7 �6.02F0.02

12—(4/155)/4 434 1.415 111.2F1.0 �6.13F0.04

18—(5/190)/4 413 1.457 97.9F1.4 �6.81F0.05

8—(6/137)/4 410 1.464 96.6F1.2 �6.91F0.05

1—(23/23)/4 404 1.478 95.2F1.7 �7.05F0.06

19—(5/195)/4 402 1.480 93.0F1.4 �7.13F0.06

7—(9/131)/4 396 1.494 89.5F1.5 �7.34F0.06

2—(7/30)/4 394 1.498 90.6F1.9 �7.33F0.07

14—(6/166)/4 392 1.503 89.4F1.1 �7.41F0.04

3—(12/42)/3 381 1.528 85.1F2.2 �7.72F0.08

6—(45/122)/4 376 1.541 79.7F1.5 �7.99F0.06

16—(6/178)/4 371 1.554 78.5F1.1 �8.12F0.05

4—(13/55)/4 369 1.556 78.3F2.5 �8.15F0.09

20—(25/221)/4 361 1.576 71.8F1.1 �8.51F0.05

*1—(6/6)/2 351 1.601 64.1F1.2 �8.95F0.04

*2—(21/27)/2 334 1.646 57.3F0.1 �9.53F0.01

*3—(7/34)/2 330 1.658 55.4F0.3 �9.69F0.01

A-2. Data above 325 jC from other sources

T & B (1964) 742 0.985 – +0.84F0.15

T & B (1964) 736 0.991 – +0.69F0.15

T & B (1964) 700 1.028 – 0.00F0.15

T & B (1964) 677 1.052 – �0.43F0.15

T & B (1964) 648 1.086 – �1.00F0.15

T & B (1964) 602 1.143 – �1.95F0.15

T & B (1964) 599 1.147 – �2.00F0.15

T & B (1964) 555 1.208 – �3.00F0.15

T & B (1964) 514 1.270 – �4.00F0.15

K & S (1979) 460 1.364 – �5.41F0.10

T & B (1964) 443 1.396 – �6.00F0.15

Schn (1973) 438 1.406 – �5.93F0.25

K & S (1979) 413 1.458 – �6.70F0.10

Schn (1973) 401 1.484 – �7.05F0.21

B. Data between 325 jC and the f291 jC inflection point

Schn (1973) 324 1.675 – �10.01F0.24

*4—(5/49)/2 321 1.683 52.2F0.5 �10.01F0.02

*5—(9/58)/2 317 1.696 49.7F1.3 �10.19F0.04

*6—(12/70)/3 307 1.723 42.3F3.7 �10.67F0.13

*7—(7/77)/3 302 1.739 39.9F3.9 �10.90F0.14

*8—(11/88)/3 297 1.753 38.1F3.4 �11.07F0.12

*9—(10/98)/3 294 1.764 36.1F3.6 �11.23F0.12

C. Data below the f291 jC inflection point

*11—(4/109)/3 286 1.788 32.9F3.5 �11.56F0.14

*12—(10/119)/3 282 1.802 30.9F3.0 �11.75F0.11

*13—(14/133)/3 277 1.816 28.8F2.9 �11.95F0.11

*14—(15/148)/3 272 1.834 27.2F3.7 �12.17F0.14

*15—(7/155)/3 268 1.848 25.1F4.1 �12.36F0.15

Table 6 (continued)

Measurement Temperature Cell voltage Sulfur fugacity

details
(jC) 1000/K

(e, mVF1r) logfS2
(F1r)

C. Data below the f291 jC inflection point

*16—(10/165)/3 265 1.860 23.0F3.9 �12.54F0.15

*17—(4/179)/3 261 1.871 21.8F4.1 �12.69F0.15

*18—(9/178)/3 257 1.888 19.4F4.5 �12.93F0.17

*19—(16/194)/3 252 1.903 17.7F5.3 �13.13F0.20

*20—(29/223)/3 247 1.923 16.5F6.0 �13.35F0.23

*21—(20/243)/3 243 1.938 14.1F5.4 �13.58F0.21

In panel A-2, the smoothed data of Toulmin and Barton (1964) (T &

B, 1964) is reported directly from their Table 5. A conservative

uncertainty of F0.15 log units is presently assigned to this data set.

The sulfur fugacities given for Schneeberg (1973) (Schn, 1973) and

Kissin and Scott (1979) (K & S, 1979) have been recalculated using

the present cell equation. A second set of experiments (marked by*)

was used to obtain data for temperatures V351 jC.
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Table 3 presents regression equations for these reac-

tions and also others that follow.

The dashed extrapolation of our higher temperature

data intersects the sulfur condensation curve at approx-

imately 485 jC, or 16 jC lower than the 501 jC
invariant point determined by Roseboom and Kullerud

(1958) using differential thermal analysis. This repre-

sents reasonable agreement when allowance is made

Fig. 5. Sulfur fugacity versus 1000/T plot for the pyrite = pyrrhotite + sulfur (vapor) reaction. The open symbols with diagonal slashes indicate

data that have been excluded from the regression analyses.
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for the relatively small angular separation in slopes

between the intersecting curves. However, the extrap-

olation of Schneeberg’s higher temperature data inter-

sects the sulfur condensation curve around 440 jC,
close to thef434 jC (Roseboom and Kullerud, 1958)

invariant point for the py+ cv=id+ S (liquid) reaction.

4.3.2. The bn+py=cp+S reaction

This reaction has been investigated in two sets of

experiments at temperatures between 206 and 485 jC
for a total of 290 days. The results are given in Table 4

and are shown plotted in Fig. 3.

The data reveal a f237 jC inflection point that

has not been identified by Schneeberg (1973). How-

ever, his data above the inflection point show excel-

lent agreement with the present higher temperature

data. Barton and Toulmin’s (1964b) four data obtained

using the electrum tarnish method also show excellent

agreement.

4.3.3. Quartet of reactions involving the minerals cp,

cb(iss), py and po

Pyrite, pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite and cubanite (iss)

form equilibrium associations in a relatively iron-rich

and sulfur-poor region of the Cu–Fe–S system at

temperatures below 532 jC (Barton, 1973). Cubanite

is a distinct mineral at low temperatures but forms an

extensive solid solution at intermediate and higher

temperatures (Merwin and Lombard, 1937; Cabri,

1973; Barton, 1973). It is synonymous with intermedi-

ate solid solution, or iss, which has a cubic sphalerite-

type structure (Yund and Kullerud, 1966). This distin-

guishes it from the chalcopyrite solid solution that has a

tetragonal structure. The iss suffix is used in this study

to denote that cubanite is an extensive and structurally

distinctive solid solution at higher temperatures.

A pyrite–cubanite (iss) tie line exists from 532 to

334 jC, but is replaced by a pyrrhotite–chalcopyrite

tie line below the 334 jC invariant temperature. In

compositional diagrams the pyrite–cubanite (iss) tie

line is shared by two reactions, namely, the cp+py=cb

(iss)+S reaction at higher sulfur fugacity and the cb

(iss)+py=po+cb (iss)+S reaction at lower sulfur fugac-

ity. The reactions cp+py=po+cp+S and cp+po=cb

(iss)+S share the pyrrhotite–chalcopyrite tie line

below the invariant temperature, with the cp+py=

po+cp+S reaction corresponding to higher sulfur

fugacity. These phase relationships are illustrated

schematically in the compositional diagrams that are

shown as insets in Fig. 4.

Experiments involving the two higher temperature

reactions were carried out at temperatures between 341

and 488 jC for 208 days. The two lower temperature

reactions were studied between 268 and 312 jC over

194 days. The results are presented in Table 5(A–C)

and are plotted in Fig. 4. The intersection of the

regression lines (Table 3) for the upper set of reactions

Table 7

Sulfur fugacity measurements for pyrrhotites

Measurement Temperature Cell voltages Sulfur fugacity

details
(jC) 1000/K

(e, mVF1r) logfS2
(F1r)

A. Data for pyrrhotites with NFeS=0.9464F0.0025

10—(6/89)/2 422 1.439 74.1F7.2 �7.37F0.21

1—(17/17)/2 404 1.477 75.2F12.5 �7.64F0.37

9—(7/83)/2 402 1.482 69.7F8.7 �7.84F0.26

2—(8/25)/2 388 1.512 69.8F12.2 �8.07F0.37

3—(34/59)/2 349 1.608 57.1F12.6 �9.23F0.41

4—(3/62)/2 330 1.659 51.7F12.6 �9.83F0.42

B. Data for pyrrhotites with NFeS=0.9480F0.003

12—(4/155)/2 434 1.415 74.5F5.4 �7.18F0.15

13—(5/160)/2 414 1.456 69.3F4.9 �7.65F0.13

19—(5/195)/2 402 1.480 63.2F7.1 �8.02F0.21

15—(6/172)/2 394 1.499 60.4F3.8 �8.25F0.12

14—(6/166)/2 392 1.503 63.7F4.1 �8.18F0.13

3—(12/42)/2 381 1.528 65.1F1.9 �8.34F0.06

16—(6/178)/2 371 1.554 57.8F3.6 �8.77F0.11

4—(13/55)/2 369 1.556 61.3F2.0 �8.69F0.06

20—(25/221)/2 361 1.576 53.3F4.9 �9.09F0.15

17—(7/185)/2 355 1.591 53.6F3.4 �9.21F0.15

C. Data for pyrrhotites with NFeS=0.9545F0.003

11—(6/94)/2 440 1.403 50.9F5.7 �7.75F0.16

10—(6/89)/2 422 1.439 47.6F4.8 �8.14F0.14

1—(17/17)/2 404 1.477 47.2F5.9 �8.47F0.18

9—(7/83)/2 402 1.482 43.9F4.7 �8.61F0.14

2—(8/25)/2 388 1.512 41.8F4.9 �8.93F0.15

8—(7/76)/2 376 1.542 37.9F4.7 �9.29F0.14

3—(34/59)/2 349 1.608 30.5F4.3 �10.09F0.14

7—(2/69)/2 339 1.635 27.8F4.5 �10.42F0.15

4—(3/62)/2 330 1.659 25.2F4.5 �10.71F0.16

5—(3/65)/2 313 1.707 20.8F4.8 �11.28F0.16

6—(2/67)/2 299 1.747 17.2F5.1 �11.76F0.18

D. Data for pyrrhotites with NFeS=0.9625F0.0005

12—(5/99)/2 456 1.372 21.3F5.5 �8.32F0.15

11—(6/94)/2 440 1.403 18.4F5.6 �8.67F0.16

10—(6/89)/2 422 1.439 14.9F5.8 �9.09F0.17

1—(17/17)/2 404 1.477 12.2F5.4 �9.52F0.16

9—(7/83)/2 402 1.482 10.1F6.6 �9.62F0.19

2—(8/25)/2 388 1.512 7.1F5.2 �9.98F0.16
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is precisely located at 335 jC. The lower pair of

reactions intersect around 340 jC, and the py=po+ S

reaction line (not shown) intersects the cp+po=c-

b(iss)+S reaction line near 330 jC. Together, these
intercepts approximately bracket the 335 jC invariant

point. Our invariant temperature, where four mineral

phases coexist with vapor, is in excellent agreement

with the 334F17 jC temperature determined by Yund

andKullerud (1966) using differential thermal analysis.

4.4. The py=po+S reaction

This reaction was investigated in two sets of experi-

ments spanning a temperature interval from 243 to 448

jC. The higher temperature experiments were con-

ducted for 221 days and the lower temperature set for

243 days. The results are presented in Table 6(A–C)

and are shown plotted in Fig. 5. The data of Schnee-

berg (1973) and of Kissin and Scott (1979), together

with a dashed curve representing the smoothed data of

Toulmin and Barton (1964) are also indicated.

The present results reveal an inflection at 291 jC.
A subtle inflection may also occur at 325 jC, as

Toulmin and Barton (1964) suggest in their Figs. 3

and 4. This is not confirmed by our results.

For temperatures above 325 jC, the present data

show excellent agreement with the three data points

from Schneeberg (1973) and two fromKissin and Scott

(1979). The dashed curve representing smoothed data

from Toulmin and Barton (1964) lies f0.3 log units

lower at 325 jC and f0.1 log units lower at 450 jC,
thus supporting criticisms by some researchers (e.g.,

Scott and Barnes, 1971; Kissin and Scott, 1979; Barker

and Parkes, 1986) that the data of Toulmin and Barton

(1964) occur at too low fugacities in this logfS2
–T

region.

Fig. 6. Sulfur fugacity versus 1000/T plot for pyrrhotites.
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4.5. Experiments with pyrrhotite

The results of two sets of experiments involving

four pyrrhotite compositions are presented in Table 7

and are shown plotted in Fig. 6. Kissin and Scott’s

(1979) sulfur fugacity measurements for a single

crystal of NC-type pyrrhotite (NFeS=0.9464 (or

47.32 at.% Fe)) are also plotted, together with the

present py=po+ S reaction line (i.e., Eq. (5b), Table 3)

and a dashed curve representing Toulmin and Barton’s

(1964) smoothed data for the same reaction.

Pyrrhotites with the compositions NFeS=0.9464 and

0.9480 occur on the pyrite–pyrrhotite solvus. Their

locations were interpolated from independent temper-

ature–composition data sourced from Arnold (1962)

and Schneeberg (1973).

Toulmin and Barton’s (1964) Eq. (8) was used to

calculate sulfur fugacity for the respective pyrrhotite

compositions at chosen temperatures. Corresponding

isopleths are shown as lightly dashed lines extending

beyond the arbitrary 325 to 450 jC reference interval.

The extrapolation of the regression isopleth for the

most sulfur-rich pyrrhotite (i.e., NFeS=0.9464; Eq. (6a),

Table 3) used in the present study intersects the pyrite–

pyrrhotite solvus slightly below the equivalent pyrrho-

tite composition on the solvus. However, the intersec-

tion of the isopleth for the slightly more iron-rich

pyrrhotite (i.e., NFeS=0.9480; Eq. (6b), Table 3) shows

excellent agreement with its solvus equivalent. The two

remaining pyrrhotites (i.e., NFeS=0.9545 and 0.9625)

occur at lower fugacities and do not intersect the

pyrite–pyrrhotite solvus in the temperature interval

shown.

Kissin and Scott’s (1979) measurements with a

single crystal of pyrrhotite of precisely known initial

composition (i.e., NFeS=0.9464) are displaced to sulfur

fugacity values that are well below the calculated

equivalents. Furthermore, the slope of their experi-

mental isopleth is considerably lower than the slopes

of calculated isopleths nearby.

5. Discussion

The present data for the sulfur condensation curve

are displaced to lower voltages but have a very similar

slope to Kiukkola and Wagner’s (1957) curve. How-

ever, a displacement of approximately 1 mV is larger

than was anticipated and suggests a systematic error

(or errors). A comparison of the experimental methods

reveals important differences in the designs of the

measurement cells. The present method involved

evacuated cells with relatively large surface areas of

liquid sulfur in direct communication with large vapor

spaces. Post-experiment inspection of the cells sug-

gested contamination of the sulfur by gaseous iodine,

although this was not quantified. Additionally, the

relatively small volumes of AgI electrolyte in the cells

were strongly discolored at the end of the experi-

ments, suggesting possible formation of silver sulfide

iodide. On the other hand, Kiukkola and Wagner’s

(1957) method involved a large reservoir of solid AgI

electrolyte in which the silver electrode was deeply

embedded, as well as a relatively small area for

electrolyte–sulfur exchange. These factors should

have kept cross-contamination to a minimum, and

may explain the f0.4% difference between the vol-

tages for the two methods.

The extrapolation of present data for the id+

py=bn+S reaction shows reasonable agreement (i.e.,

485 jC) with the 501 jC invariant temperature de-

termined by Roseboom and Kullerud (1958) using

differential thermal analysis. On the other hand, an

extrapolation of Schneeberg’s (1973) data intersects

the sulfur condensation curve at f440 jC, some 35

jC lower than the present data. It thus appears that

Schneeberg’s (1973) data occur at excessively high

values of sulfur fugacity. However, the difference

appears to be systematically related, and this could

reflect some problem associated with the sulfide

mixture that Schneeberg (1973) used in his experi-

ments. Perhaps pyrite did not fully participate in the

reaction and/or his mixture may have contained cov-

ellite, which should not have been present. If the latter

were true, this may account for the close agreement

between his f440 jC extrapolation temperature and

the 434 jC invariant temperature for the cv+ py=id+ S

(liquid) reaction determined by Roseboom and Kul-

lerud (1958). Schneeberg’s (1973) data for the

cv+py=id+S reaction intersects the sulfur condensa-

tion curve around 380 jC, or approximately 55 jC
lower than the expected temperature. Hence, Schnee-

berg’s (1973) data for this reaction also appear to be in

error.

The py+id=bn (sulfur-rich)+S and py+bn (sulfur-

depleted)=cp+S reactions share bn+py tie lines from a
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maximum of f532 jC (Barton, 1973) down to <220

jC where covellite and pyrite substitute for idaite.

Barton and Skinner (1979) calculated a probable

temperature of 227F50 jC for this invariant point.

The extreme positions of py+bn tie lines are repre-

sented by an extensive pyrite+ bornite stability region

in logfS2(T)
–1000/T space, as shown in Fig. 7. The

f221 and f237 jC inflections mark structural

changes for the sulfur-rich (high) and sulfur-depleted

extremes of the bornite solid solution. A non-quench-

able face-centered cubic form of bornite solid solution

is stable above these temperatures and the tetragonal

form is stable below. Morimoto and Kullerud (1961)

proposed a single inversion temperature at 228F5 jC.
However, Pankratz and King (1970) and Sugaki and

Shima (1965) foreshadowed dual inversion temper-

atures (i.e., f200 and f270 jC).
The present study suggests that the py+bn=cp+S

reaction curve is essentially linear until it reaches the

f532 jC (Barton, 1973) invariant point where the

Fig. 7. Log fS2
versus 1000/T map for selected reactions in the Cu–Fe–S and Fe–S systems.
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sulfur fugacity is approximately �0.8 log units (Mer-

win and Lombard, 1937). The bn+py=iss (or inter-

mediate solid solution)+S reaction commences at the

f532 jC invariant point and intersects the sulfur

condensation curve at f568 jC where the sulfur

fugacity is approximately �0.36 log units (Roseboom

and Kullerud, 1958).

The presently investigated cp+py=cb (iss)+S and

cb (iss)+py=cb (iss)+po+S reactions appear to termi-

nate at the f532 jC invariant point. Our data suggest

that both reactions are essentially linear between

f335 and f480 jC. Hence, moderately high rates

of increase in sulfur fugacity are implied for the

intervening f490 to f532 jC temperature interval,

as suggested in Fig. 7.

The 335 jC invariant temperature is precisely fixed

in the present study and confirms the 334F17 jC
determination by Yund and Kullerud (1966). At this

temperature, cp, py, cb (iss) and po should coexist in

equilibrium with vapor at a unique sulfur fugacity.

However, our data suggest two sulfur fugacities with a

difference of approximately one log unit between

them. This apparent paradox is only possible where

true compositional equilibrium has not been achieved

between the two sets of shared mineral phases. This is

not surprising because reaction rates are slow and

intrinsic sulfur fugacities are low in this iron-rich

portion of the Cu–Fe–S system (Cabri, 1973). A

symmetry of behavior suggests that the higher sulfur

fugacity at the invariant temperature corresponds to

that of a cubanite–chalcopyrite tie line (i.e., f�8.8

log units), in the same way that the lower sulfur

fugacity (i.e., f�9.6 log units) approximates that of

the py=po+S reaction (Fe–S system) at the same

temperature.

The present data for the py=po+S reaction show

excellent agreement with the data of Schneeberg

(1973) and of Kissin and Scott (1979). This collective

data indicates that the pyrite–pyrrhotite reaction is

essentially linear between 291 and 460 jC, but occurs
at slightly higher sulfur fugacities than Toulmin and

Barton’s smoothed data for the 325–460 jC interval.

However, overlap of these data sets occurs around 480

jC. The smoothed data of Toulmin and Barton (1964)

are the best available at temperatures between f500

and the 742F1 jC (Barton, 1969) invariant temper-

ature (i.e., Fe–S system). The latter is lowered by

only a few degrees in the Cu–Fe–S system (Rose-

boom and Kullerud, 1958). It is reasonable, therefore,

to combine the present data with Toulmin and Bar-

ton’s (1964) higher temperature data. The equation

(i.e., 5e, Table 3)

logfS2 ¼ 19:007� 2:2119� 104ð1=TÞ

þ 1:8602� 106ð1=TÞ2 ð4Þ

is thus obtained for the 294–742 jC temperature

range. An R2 value of 0.9997 indicates a good fit to

the combined data.

The temperatures 325 and f291 jC are flagged in

Figs. 5–7. The 325 jC temperature identifies the h to

g magnetic transition (Haraldsen, 1937) that occurs in

disordered (1C) hexagonal pyrrhotite that is relevant

to the sphalerite geobarometer. Kubaschewski et al.

(1967) report a thermal change of 120 cal/mol for this

transition. The present data do not indicate an inflec-

tion, although one can be anticipated. On the other

hand, a definite inflection was found atf291 jC, and
this may correspond to a discontinuity that was

reported by Lusk et al. (1993). It is noteworthy that

this inflection is contained within the f308 to f262

jC stability interval that has been proposed by Kissin

and Scott (1982) for the MC superstructure type in

hexagonal pyrrhotite. This and other superstructure

types were identified and named from single crystal

X-ray studies by Nakazawa and Morimoto (1970) and

Nakazawa (1971). The presently determined f291

jC inflection may locate the real boundary between

the disordered 1C and the ordered MC types.

The pyrrhotites in the present study are displaced

to higher sulfur fugacities than equivalent isopleths

calculated from Toulmin and Barton’s (1964) Eq. (8).

A comparison reveals two notable features. The first is

the excellent agreement between the slopes of the

measured and calculated isopleth sets that diverge

with a lowering of both temperature and sulfur fugac-

ity. The second is a systematic and increasing dis-

placement to lower sulfur fungacities for the calculated

isopleths that correspond to the NFeS=0.9480, 0.9545

and 0.9625 compositions. The respective displace-

ments increase in this order from f0.5 to f0.9 log

units at 325 jC, and from f0.4 to f0.7 log units at

450 jC. The displacements for Kissin and Scott’s

(1979) novel experiments involving pyrrhotite crys-

tals in a heated X-ray goniometer are larger, but in the

opposite direction. It is evident that equilibrium sulfur
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fugacity values were not attained in these experi-

ments. A too small pyrrhotite sample mass in relation

to the experimental vapor volume and/or the mass of

the silver sulfide electrode could have been important

contributing factors.

Toulmin and Barton (1964) estimated a total error

of F0.35 log units for sulfur fugacity in relation to

carefully determined pyrrhotite compositions (i.e.,

F0.002 in NFeS) obtained by the X-ray method. In

the present study we report a maximum compositional

uncertainty of F0.003 for our pyrrhotites, a maximum

uncertainty of 0.15 log units for the accuracy of our

cell equation, and an average error of 0.15 log units

for cell measurement with the NFeS=0.9545 pyrrhotite

as an example. From these individual errors we obtain

estimates of maximum total error of F0.50 log units

at 325 jC, and F0.4 log units at 450 jC. Conse-
quently, there is an overlap of errors associated with

our measured pyrrhotites and the calculated values

from Toulmin and Barton (1964) using the electrum

tarnish method.

Differences in sulfur fugacity determinations

between the present study and those of Barton and

Toulmin (1964b) and Toulmin and Barton (1964)

increase systematically with both decreasing temper-

ature and decreasing sulfur fugacity. Excellent agree-

ment is obtained for the py+bn=cp+S reaction at

higher sulfur fugacity. Minor disagreement is evident

for the py=po+S reaction, and serious disagreement is

evident for pyrrhotites. The differences in sulfur

fugacity are also accompanied by a progressive diver-

gence in slopes for the respective reactions. These

shared consistencies suggest that equilibrium condi-

tions were achieved and measured in the above-

mentioned studies. The cause of the disagreements

is attributed to the accuracy of the fundamental

parameters that are used in determining sulfur fugacity

by the two methods. There are also some calibration

difficulties that are unique to the electrum tarnish

method (Barton and Toulmin, 1964a).

Barton and Toulmin (1964a) chose the fundamen-

tal data of West (1950) and Braune et al. (1951) in

relation to logfS2(T)
quantities, data from White et al.

(1957) pertaining to electrum alloys, and data from

Richardson and Jeffes (1952) in relation to the Ag2S(s)
=Ag(s)+S2(g) reaction. For the calibration of electrum

tarnish curves they claim an uncertainty of F0.13

logfS2
units. In the present study we use the e0 data of

Kiukkola and Wagner (1957) in conjunction with that

of Rau et al. (1973b) in obtaining an estimated

calibration error of F0.11–0.15 log units for sulfur

fugacity at temperatures between 200 and 500 jC.
This suggests reasonable agreement with the calibra-

tion error claimed for the electrum tarnish method.

The errors of measurement must also be taken into

account when applying these methods. The former

include the recognition of equilibrium conditions and

their determination through measurement. With the

electrochemical method both the recognition of equi-

librium and its measurement are straight forward, thus

yielding measurement precisions that are commonly

better than F0.05 log units where temperatures and

fungacities are high, and reducing to average preci-

sions of fF0.15 log units for reactions where sulfur

fugacity is intrinsically low. On the other hand,

measurement errors are commonly large for the elec-

trum tarnish method. Barton and Toulmin (1964a)

acknowledged that the largest source of potential error

stems from the uncertainty of decision in visually

estimating the temperatures at which tarnishes appear

and disappear. This recognition yields pairs of temper-

atures with variable differences between them. Tight

intervals range from 5 to 10 jC, but others range up to
a few tens of degrees (Barton and Toulmin, 1964a).

Toulmin and Barton’s (1964) 367 jC datum for the

pyrite–pyrrhotite reaction serves as an example. A 17

jC temperature interval applies, and this equates with

a potential measurement error of F0.28 log units, and

a total uncertainty of F0.31 log units. For the same

reaction at similar temperatures, our cells indicate

measurement errors of F0.05–0.09 log units, and a

total uncertainty F0.17 log units.

6. Conclusions

The electrochemical method for measuring sulfur

fugacity is a very powerful tool. The method’s great-

est strengths are its high sensitivity and its ability to

precisely monitor progress in approaching equilibrium

for sulfide reactions, including those that have

unquenchable phases. The method does have some

negative aspects, however. The fabrication of Schnee-

berg-type cells requires careful technique and some

basic glass blowing skills. Nor can individual cells be

calibrated, but this is not a serious concern in routine
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measurement where multiple cells are used. Indeed,

this approach is essential because it compensates for

cell fragility, occasional leakage, or simply erratic

behavior that cannot be explained.

In the present study we have re-measured the sulfur

fugacity for reactions previously studied, and explored

several additional reactions for the first time. The

present results suggest that Schneeberg’s (1973) data

for the id+py=bn+S reaction appear to be in error,

perhaps due to a sulfide mixture problem, and that

inf lect ions occur for the id+py=bn+S and

bn+py=cp+S reactions at lower temperatures. Aside

from these disagreements, there is excellent agreement

with Schneeberg’s (1973) data for the py=po+S reac-

tion and for the bn+py=cp+S reaction above the

inflection point. For the latter reaction there is also

excellent agreement with Barton and Toulmin’s

(1964b) few data that were obtained using the elec-

trum tarnish method.

The present results show moderate disagreement

with Toulmin and Barton’s (1964) data for the

py=po+S reaction, particularly at lower temperatures,

and increasingly serious disagreement for pyrrhotites

as sulfur content and temperature decrease. System-

atic behavior of this kind can be expected where

different parameters are used in calibration equations,

and/or where measurement is difficult under certain

conditions. Indeed practical difficulties in measure-

ment are greatest for the electrum tarnish method at

low temperatures and at low sulfur fungacity. In spite

of these difficulties, the data of Barton and Toulmin

(1964b) and Toulmin and Barton (1964) appear to the

best that can be obtained using a method that is

tedious and requires great care in its application.

The inflections obtained for the py+id=bn+S and

py+bn=cp+S reactions at lower temperatures repre-

sent substantial refinements in our knowledge of a

moderately sulfur-rich portion of the Cu–Fe–S sys-

tem. The former are interpreted as structural (i.e.,

cubic to tetragonal (low temperature)) inversions for

sulfur-rich and sulfur-poor bornites, respectively. The

inversion of the high bornite associated with the

py+id=bn+S reaction initiates the eventual disappear-

ance of idaite in favor of covellite and pyrite at lower

temperatures. The new data obtained for a quartet of

reactions sharing the minerals py, po, cp and cb (iss)

confirms an invariant temperature at f335 jC, only
10 jC higher than the magnetic transition for hexag-

onal pyrrhotite in the Fe–S system. Perhaps this

magnetic transition occurs at higher temperatures in

the Cu–Fe–S system and, in turn, may influence the

tie line switch at the 335 jC invariant temperature.

The f291 jC inflection point for the pyrite–pyrrho-

tite reaction needs further investigation because it may

locate the boundary between the 1C and MC struc-

tural types in hexagonal pyrrhotite.
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